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Abstract
Notch sensitivity, free edge delamination and brittle failure are limiting factors for the wider
use of conventional composite laminates. In our previous study, a hybrid layup concept with
the different materials blocked together but with dispersed orientations was successfully used
to design pseudo-ductile hybrid composites with no free-edge delamination. This study
introduces a comprehensive set of designed and characterised orientation-dispersed pseudoductile thin-ply hybrid composites to address notch sensitivity, another important limiting
factor in conventional composite laminates. Un-notched, open-hole and sharp notched tension
tests were performed on three different thin-ply carbon/glass hybrid configurations. The
investigated laminates showed a successful pseudo-ductile un-notched behaviour with
improved notch-insensitivity and suppression of free-edge delamination that was an
undesirable damage mode in previously investigated hybrids with plies of the same orientation
blocked together. This notch insensitivity results from subcritical damage in the laminates due
to the pseudo-ductile damage mechanisms, i.e. dispersed delamination and fragmentation.
These damage mechanisms can eliminate stress concentrations near the notch and suppress the
conventional damage mechanisms that govern the notched response of the laminates.

1. Introduction
Composite materials have high specific stiffness and strength and their use has been increasing
in engineering applications. However, cut-outs and holes are necessary for the geometry and

assembly of composite sub-components and they weaken the laminate. Due to the importance
of the notched strength in the design of composite structures, considerable research has been
undertaken to investigate the notched behaviour of these materials [1-5].
Many parameters such as notch size and geometry, laminate size and thickness, machining
quality, ply orientation and thickness, and material constituents affect the complex failure
mechanisms during the loading of notched laminates [6-14]. These parameters change the
damage mechanisms during loading and have a profound effect on laminate strength and notch
sensitivity. In some cases [8, 9, 15] a positive effect on specimen ultimate strength was reported
due to the damage growth prior to catastrophic failure, but conventional laminates always show
some degree of notch sensitivity.
Thin-ply composites have been reported to show enhanced un-notched strength in tension,
potential for improved compressive unnotched and notched strength and higher fatigue
resistance [16–21]. However, due to the lower local stress redistribution in the vicinity of the
notch, thin-ply laminates have a negative impact in notched structures loaded in tension that
results in earlier brittle failure of the composites [20]. Early work on pseudo-ductile composites
[22–28] reported that by combining different types of thin-ply carbon fibres and standard glass
fibres, an optimised gradual failure process can be achieved in tension that can avoid
catastrophic failure. In these studies, unidirectional hybrids were used to generate pseudoductile behaviour, with the concept then applied on quasi-isotropic (QI) laminates [29-31]. It
was found that by changing the relative and absolute thickness of the carbon layer as well as
the

material

properties,

three

damage

mechanisms,

i.e.

low

strain

material

failure/fragmentation, delamination, high strain material failure, or a combination of these
damage modes may occur before the final failure.
Un-notched and notched tensile response and damage accumulation of multi-directional
carbon/epoxy hybrid laminates made from ultra-high modulus and high strength have been

studied [29]. Locally active fragmentation in the notched QI specimens demonstrated a notchinsensitive behaviour, but a significant free edge delamination occurred due to the choice of
the UD hybrid sublaminates that were used as the building blocks of the hybrid laminates. This
is due to high thickness of each sub laminate in this orientation-blocked concept, resulting in
high-energy release rates for free-edge delamination. A different orientation-dispersed concept
was recently introduced [30] in which non-hybrid multi-directional sublaminates with different
fibre types are stacked up to solve the free edge delamination by reducing the thickness of
material of the same orientation. It was shown that the orientation-dispersed concept
significantly reduces the energy release rate associated with stresses at the free edges of the
tensile samples and therefore supresses free-edge delamination.
This paper presents a comprehensive set of designed and characterised orientation-dispersed
pseudo-ductile thin-ply hybrid laminates to improve notch insensitivity and to avoid free edge
delamination in tension. The introduced thin-ply hybrid configurations show pseudo-ductile
damage mechanisms that suppress the mechanisms that govern the notched response of
conventional laminates.

2. Pseudo-ductility features
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the stress–strain graph for a thin-ply hybrid with pseudo-ductile
behaviour. The five important features of the nonlinear stress–strain curve are as follows:
(i)

Pseudo-ductile strain (ɛpd) which is the extra strain obtained due to gradual failure.
The ɛpd is defined here as the extra strain between the final failure point and the
initial slope line at the failure stress level as shown in Fig. 1.

(ii)

Pseudo-yield stress (σpy) which is the stress level at which the tensile response has
a significant deviation from the initial linear elastic behaviour.

(iii)

Pseudo-yield strain (ɛpy) which is the strain level at which the tensile response
deviates significantly from the initial linear elastic behaviour. Pseudo-yield strain
values are defined as the intersection of two lines fitted to the stress-strain graph
before and after the knee point that marks the establishment of the fragmentation
process.

(iv)

ɛf and σf are the final failure strain and stress values at which fibre failure of the
high strain material occurs, respectively.

(v)

The hybrid effect is defined here as the enhancement in strain and stress to failure
of the low strain fibres in the thin-ply hybrid composite, compared to those obtained
in hybrid specimens with thick carbon plies where it was found that there is no
hybrid effect [26].

Fig. 1. Schematic of the stress–strain graph of a thin-ply hybrid with Pseudo-ductility.

3. Experimental procedures
3.1.

Materials and specimen design

Properties of the 4 types of prepregs that were used in the experimental design are listed in
table 1. Some of these are estimates, but they are sufficient to enable appropriate combinations

of materials to be selected. Unidirectional (UD) Xstrand-glass/513 epoxy prepreg
manufactured by North Thin-ply Technology and UD S-glass/913 epoxy prepreg supplied by
Hexcel were used as the high strain materials of the hybrid laminates. The low strain materials
were thin UD carbon prepregs, M46JB-carbon/120EP-513 epoxy from North Thin-ply
Technology and T300/epoxy (SkyFlex USN020A) from SK Chemicals (South Korea).

Table 1: Properties of the applied prepregs.
M46JB-carbon/513 epoxy
Prepreg type

Xstrand-glass/513 epoxy

S-glass/913epoxy [27]

T300/120˚c epoxye

[34]
96a

436

88

230f

45.5b

233

45.7

101.7

15.4 [32]

7.0 d

-

-

G12

4.34

4.66 d

-

-

v12

0.3

0.314 d

-

-

11 (E-6 /K)

3.85

1d

-

-

22(E-6 /K)

45 [33]

35 d

-

-

Fibre failure strain (%)

2.5b

0.9

5.5

1.5

Cured nominal thickness (mm)

0.05b

0.029

0.155

0.029

Fibre mass per unit area (g/m2)

75a

29

190

22

Fibre volume fraction (%)

42c

53

50

43

North Thin-ply Technology

Hexcel

Sky Flex

Fibre modulus (GPa)
Prepreg fibre direction
Modulus, E11 (GPa)
Prepreg transverse direction
Modulus, E22 (GPa)

North Thin-ply
Supplier
Technology

a)

Supplier’s provided information.

b) Measured on 16 ply UD laminates, specimens failed explosively at the end tabs.
c)

Estimated based on UD tensile strength from the experimental data measured on 16 ply UD laminates.

d) These values are from the data sheet for M40 Carbon/epoxy prepreg with the same resin that has
relatively similar properties as M46 Carbon/epoxy prepreg.
e)

These values are experimentally measured from a SkyFlex USN020A prepreg with the same elastic
modulus but with a similar type of fibre made by a different manufacturer [24].

f)

This value is based on T300 Data Sheet [35].

The investigated layups are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 and listed in Table 2, where, in
the layup column, the first numbers show the orientations of the sub-laminates in degrees. AP
is the abbreviation of Angle Ply. The non-zero degree layers in the ±60QI/Hexcel, ±60QI/North
and ±30AP/North laminates are ±60°, ±60° and ±30°, respectively. The (1) and (2) refer to the
number of separate blocks of carbon in the North layups, i.e. (1) has a single block of 6 carbon
plies, whereas (2) has two blocks of 3 plies each.

Table 2: Investigated cases.
Specimen type

Layup

±30AP/North (1)

[(0Xstrand-glass/-30Xstrand-glass/30Xstrand-glass)2/(0M46JB-carbon/-30M46JB-carbon /30M46JBcarbon)]s
[(0Xstrand-glass/-30Xstrand-glass/30Xstrand-glass)/(0M46JB-carbon/-30M46JB-carbon /30M46JBcarbon)/(0Xstrand-glass/-30Xstrand-glass/30Xstrand-glass)]s

±30AP/North (2)

Laminate thickness
[mm]
0.78
0.78

±60QI/North (1)

[(0Xstrand-glass/-60Xstrand-glass/60Xstrand-glass)2/(0 M46JB-carbon/-60M46JB-carbon/60M46JB-carbon)]s

0.78

±60QI/North (2)

[(0Xstrand-glass/-60Xstrand-glass/60Xstrand-glass)/(0C-M46JB/-60C-M46JB/60C-M46JB)/(0Xstrandglass/-60Xstrand-glass/60Xstrand-glass)]s

0.78

±60QI/Hexcel

[60S-glass/-60S-glass/0S-glass/0T300-carbon/60T300-carbon/-60T300-carbon]s

1.10

Fig. 2. Schematic of the investigated layups, the yellow, grey, brown and black colours are representative of
the S-glass, T300-carbon, X-strand-glass and M46JB-carbon plies, respectively.

The layups were designed in a similar way as the previously investigated pseudo-ductile QI
laminates [30], using damage mode maps and choosing appropriate values of absolute and
relative thicknesses of the carbon fibre plies. Choosing the appropriate values suppresses
catastrophic fibre failure and delamination and results in pseudo-ductile damage mechanisms
(i) fragmentation in the carbon plies and (ii) local delamination. The calculations were done by
homogenising the multi-directional glass and carbon sub-laminates, using Classical Laminate
Theory. The failure strain of the homogenised materials was assumed to be equal to the fibre
failure strain of the 0° layers. This is an acceptable assumption as the stiffness reduction in the

deterioration process of the homogenised QI laminate is mainly due to 0° carbon layer
fragmentation and the final failure of the QI glass is because of 0° glass failure. Although this
assumption may not be completely accurate due to possible hybrid effects, it is a reasonable
basis to design the configurations. Most of the strength and stiffness of each layer is coming
from the 0° layers and fragmentation/failure of this layer means a big drop in the stiffness of
the remaining parts or failure of the whole laminate. Although the fracture toughness of the
investigated hybrid interfaces was not characterised directly, our previous experiments, on
similar UD hybrid materials comprising the same combinations of epoxy matrix systems as
those of this study [24, 29 and 36], indicated that the Hexcel and Sky Flex prepregs have higher
mode II toughness (GIIc~1 N/mm) than those of the North Thin-ply Technology prepregs
(GIIc~0.7 N/mm). Therefore, interfacial fracture toughness values between the glass and carbon
layers, GIIc, were assumed to be 1 N/mm and 0.7 N/mm for the Hexcel and North
configurations, respectively.
The resulting damage mode maps with the calculated boundaries between the different regions
are illustrated in Fig. 3. The terms “Relative carbon thickness” and “Carbon thickness” are
referring to the thickness of the carbon layers divided to the total thickness of the laminate, and
the absolute thickness of the carbon layers that are sandwiched between the glass layers,
respectively. The colours represent the expected amount of pseudo-ductile strain. The thickness
and proportion of carbon plies in the ±30AP/North (2), ±60QI/North (1) and ±60QI/Hexcel
configurations are in the Fragmentation and Dispersed Delamination (Frag. & Del.) regions.
Therefore, the damage scenarios in these laminates are expected to be fragmentation in the low
strain material followed by dispersed delamination and then high strain material failure. For
the ±60QI/North (2), multiple fractures in the low strain material and then high strain material
failure are predicted by the damage mode map. The ±30AP/North (1) laminate is in the
Catastrophic Del. region and a premature failure of the high strain material is expected. Even

though the designed ±30AP/North (1) and ±60QI/North (2) laminates did not look promising
regarding the desirable pseudo-ductility, they were selected to have a good set of experimental
data and to compare their behaviour with the other notched and un-notched designed
configurations. Please note that the damage mode maps are obtained for the un-notched
samples and damage mechanisms in the notched configurations might be slightly different.

Fig. 3. Distribution of pseudo-ductile strain for different configurations.

3.2.

Specimen manufacturing

The resin systems in the prepregs were 120 EP-513 (North Thin-ply Technology), K50 (SK
chemicals) and 913 (Hexcel), all having a 120°C recommended cure temperature by the
suppliers. The resins were found to be compatible, although no details were provided by the

suppliers on their chemical formulations. Good integrity of the hybrid laminates was confirmed
during test procedures and no phase separation was observed on cross sectional micrographs.
Fabrication of the specimens was done using a diamond cutting wheel. As shown in Figure 4,
two different types of 3 mm nominal size notches were manufactured in the fabricated
specimens. The open-hole sample was fabricated with a diamond drill on a CNC milling
machine and the sharp notched sample was fabricated in two steps: (1) drilling of a 2 mm long
slot with a 1 mm diameter drill and (2) manual cutting of the rest of the nominal notch width
symmetrically with a 180 µm wide diamond wire saw. End tabs made of 2 mm thick woven
glass/epoxy plates supplied by Heathcotes Co. Ltd. were bonded to the specimens using a two
component Araldite 2000 A/B epoxy adhesive supplied by Huntsman; the components were
mixed with the volume fraction ratio of 100: 50 for A: B respectively and cured for 120 minutes
at 80 oC inside a Carbolite oven.

3.3.

Test procedure

Tensile testing of the un-notched, open-hole and sharp notched laminates was performed under
uniaxial loading with displacement control using a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min for the unnotched laminates and 0.5 mm/min for the open-hole and sharp notched laminates, on a
computer controlled Instron 8801 type 100 kN rated universal hydraulic test machine with
wedge-type hydraulic grips. The reason for the different loading rates was to get similar strain
rates for the different length specimens. The reason for a shorter length for the notched and
open-hole samples, compared with the un-notched samples, was to make more samples from
the fabricated plates, therefore saving the raw materials and manufacturing cost. A 25 kN load
cell was used for better resolution in the expected load range. Details of the prepared specimen
types and their nominal geometric parameters can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Schematics of the a) Open-hole, b) Sharp notched, c) Un-notched specimens and d) Schematic of the
experimental setup.

At least 6 specimens of each type were tested. To measure the strains an Imetrum video gauge
system was used by tracking dotted patterns applied on the specimen faces.

3.4.

AE device

An Acoustic Emission (AE) data acquisition system (PAC) PCI-2 with a maximum sampling
rate of 40 MHz was used to record the AE signals for the notched and open-hole configurations.
PAC R15 resonant-type, broadband, single-crystal piezoelectric transducers were used as the
AE sensors. The frequency range of the sensors was 100–900 kHz and the gain selector of the
preamplifier was set to 40 dB. Two AE sensors were located at a distance of 50 mm apart in

the middle of the back side of the specimen, to monitor the damage events. The surface of the
sensor was covered with silicone grease to provide good acoustic coupling between the
specimen and the sensor. The test sampling rate and the threshold were 5 MHz and 60 dB,
respectively. A pencil lead break procedure was used to calibrate the data acquisition system
for each of the specimens. After the calibration step, the AE signals were recorded during the
tests and the features of the AE signals such as duration, rise time, amplitude, energy and count
were extracted.

4. Results and discussion
4.1.

Un-notched results

The stress-strain results for the investigated un-notched configurations are shown in Figs. 5-7.
Table 3 summarizes some calculated values of the hybrid configurations. Due to the higher
stiffness of the carbon layers in the North laminates, a higher improvement in the initial
modulus is observable compared to the Hexcel laminate. The pseudo-yield strain values were
higher (1.03%) for the AP-North laminates compared to the QI-North laminates (0.92%). This
considerable rise (12%), is believed to be the result of the so called hybrid effect, due to the
stiffer adjacent ±30° plies in the AP-North laminates, compared to the ±60° plies in the QINorth laminates, as explained in more detail in our previous study [31]. Another factor that
could cause a difference between the two layups is different thermal residual stresses. An
analysis has therefore been done, utilising the properties listed in Table 1, to assess the potential
effect of thermal residual stresses. The residual elastic strains in the 0° M46JB layer are equal
to -0.08% for the QI-North and +0.02% for the AP-North laminate. To account for the residual
strains, pseudo-yield strain values in Table 3 should be summed with the calculated residual
strain values. This will lead to an even a bigger difference: the pseudo-yield strain of the QINorth will be 0.92% + (-0.08%) = 0.84% whereas for the AP-North, this value will be equal to
1.03% + 0.02% = 1.05%, so residual stresses cannot explain the difference.

In all the configurations, free edge delamination, an undesirable damage mode in previously
investigated orientation-blocked hybrids [29], was successfully suppressed due to the
orientation-dispersed design [30] that produces lower energy release rates at the free-edges of
the laminates.
Fibre fracture in the carbon layers was the first observed failure mode for the investigated
hybrid configurations. In order to provide a pseudo-ductile failure, the carbon layer
fragmentations should be followed by stable pull-out to avoid instantaneous delamination. This
is the case for the ±30AP/North (2), ±60QI/North (1) and ±60QI/Hexcel specimens, where the
desired pseudo-ductile tensile stress–strain response with a linear initial part, a wide plateau
and a second linear part was observed. These results agreed well with those expected according
to the damage mode map predictions. Higher pseudo-ductile strain and a better load recovery
after the plateau were obtained for the ±60QI/Hexcel laminates compared with the North
laminates. This is due to the lower relative carbon thickness and the better properties of the Sglass layers in the ±60QI/Hexcel specimens compared with the North glass layers that had a
lower strain to failure.

Table 3: Summary of the test results for the un-notched hybrid specimens.
Specimen type

Pseudo-yield
strain (%)

Pseudoyield
stress
(MPa)

Final
failure

Pesoductile
strain (%)

Final
failure
stress
(MPa)

Initial
modulus
(GPa)

Improvement
in modulus
compared to
the pure glass
(%)

Relative carbon
thickness (%)

Carbon block
thickness (mm)

strain

±30AP/North (1)

1.03±0.05

522±6

(%)
1.14±0.09

0.06±0.03

527±20

51.7±0.2

61

22.5

0.174

±30AP/North (2)

1.03±0.05

530±6

1.51±0.18

0.33±0.25

568±40

51.7±0.2

61

22.5

0.087

±60QI/North (1)

0.92±0.05

339±2

1.95±0.14

0.94±0.14

378±18

36.5±0.2

54

22.5

0.174

±60QI/North (2)

0.92±0.05

328±4

1.01±0.05

0.08±0.03

337±6

36.5±0.2

54

22.5

0.087

±60QI/Hexcel

1.80±0.02

379±6

3.5±0.10

1.30±0.05

504±18

25.1±0.1

6

15.7

0.174

Due to the high carbon thickness in the ±30AP/North (1), after a few initial fragmentations
across the carbon layers, there was a catastrophic delamination between the glass and carbon
layers, as shown in Fig. 8. Whereas, in the ±30AP/North (2), the lower carbon thickness
prevents catastrophic delamination after the carbon layer fragmentations and results in a
desired pseudo-ductile behaviour. There is a tiger stripe pattern of damage on the ±30AP/North
(2) specimen due to the fragmentations and dispersed delaminations (see Fig. 9). The
delaminated back surface of the glass layer blocks the visibility of the carbon. Therefore, in the
tiger stripe pattern damage, the well bonded areas appear black, and the cracks in the carbon
layer and the locally delaminated areas are light.
The experimental results show that the behaviour between configurations (1) and (2) are
reversed for the ±60QI-North compared with the AP-North laminates. This reverse behaviour
is due to premature glass failure following fragmentation, and is consistent with the damage
mode map predictions as indicated in Fig. 3. The ±60QI-North (1) case is in the region with
fragmentation but no delamination, and therefore the stress concentration on the adjacent plies
is higher compared with the ±60QI-North (2) case which is in the fragmentation and
delamination region. The different damage scenarios for the ±60QI-North are displayed in Fig.
10. The damage modes in the ±60QI/North (1) are consistent with the optimum damage
scenario, where catastrophic delamination is avoided and fragmentation results in the desired
pseudo-ductile behaviour. However, due to the low carbon thickness in the ±60QI/North (2),
and consequently the low energy release rate, the stress concentration factor was higher. As a
result, after limited localized fragmentations, there was a sudden failure in the glass layers.
Although the carbon thickness in the ±60QI/North (2) and the ±30AP/North (2) laminates is
the same, there is a higher failure strain after the fragmentation in the ±30AP/North (2)
laminate, due to the higher stiffness of the ±30° surrounding layers. The ±60QI/North (2)
laminate has a premature failure as the remaining plies cannot carry the load after the initial

fragmentation, whereas the ±30AP/North (2) laminate can carry the load after fragmentation
and also supress the catastrophic delamination and therefore results in a desired pseudo-ductile
behaviour. More details of the effect of the stress concentration on final failure of the high
strain plies can be found in [28].
The appearance of the ±60QI/Hexcel specimen is also illustrated in Fig. 11 and obvious carbon
layer fragmentations and dispersed delaminations can be seen.

Fig. 5. Results of the tensile tests for the ±30AP/North (1) & ±30AP/North (2).

Fig. 6. Results of the tensile tests for the ±60QI/North (1) & ±60QI/North (2).

Fig. 7. Results of the tensile tests for the ±60QI/Hexcel.

Fig. 8. Side view of a typical ±30AP/North (1) specimen, the glass/carbon interface delaminated after the
fracture in the carbon layers.

Fig. 9. a) Top view, b) the tiger stripe pattern region and c) the fractured glass layers of a typical
±30AP/North (2) specimen.

Fig. 10. Top view and the appeared tiger patterns for the a) ±60QI/North (1) and b) ±60QI/North (2)
laminates.

Fig. 11. Top view of a) the surface and b) 0° carbon layer after removing the top layers, for a typical
±60QI/Hexcel specimen.

4.2.

Sharp notched and open-hole results

As represented in Figs. 12-16, the introduced AP and QI hybrid laminates showed better
performance and reduced notch sensitivity by redistributing stress. This is because of
introducing new damage mechanisms, i.e. dispersed delamination and fragmentations, which
developed around the notch tips, suppress the brittle failure and cause a pseudo-ductile

behaviour. This behaviour is in contrast with conventional thin-ply laminates, where due to the
damage suppression capability of the thinner plies and absence of subcritical damage such as
transverse cracking or delamination, conventional thin-ply laminates exhibit a brittle netsection failure mode [20]. Similar to the un-notched configurations, no free edge delamination
damage was observed for the notched laminates, showing the better performance of the
orientation-dispersed concept compared to previously investigated orientation-blocked hybrids
[29].
For an orthotropic composite plate with a central hole and with the same notch geometry as the
investigated laminates, the elastic stress concentration factors for the AP and QI laminates are
3.43 and 3.13, respectively. These values are evaluated using Equations 1-3 [38-39], where
𝐾𝑡∞ , 𝐾𝑡 , E1, E2, G12, 𝜗12, a and W are stress concentrations for infinite and finite width,
elastic moduli in the fibre and transverse directions, in-plane shear modulus, Poisson ratio, hole
diameter and specimen width, respectively.

𝐾𝑡∞ = 1 + √2√

𝐸1
𝐸1
− 2𝜗12 +
𝐸2
𝐺12

Equation 1

𝑎
6
2
3(1 − 𝑊 )
𝐾𝑡∞
1 𝑎
𝑎
∞
=
+
(
𝑀)
(𝐾
−
3)(1
−
(
𝑀)
)
𝑡
𝑎
𝐾𝑡
𝑊
2 + (1 − 𝑊 )3 2 𝑊

Equation 2

𝑎
3 (1 − 𝑊 )
− 1] − 1
√1 − 8 [
𝑎 3
2 + (1 − )
𝑊
𝑀2 =
𝑎 2
2 (𝑊 )

Equation 3

Table 4 shows the pseudo-yield strain, un-notched pseudo-ductile strain and a notch
insensitivity factor (NIF) for the hybrid configurations. The NIF is defined as the net section
failure stress for the notched laminate divided by the final failure stress for the un-notched
laminate. A NIF value ≥1 means that the net section strength of the laminate does not change
due to the existence of the notch. In contrast, the NIF value ~0.392 indicates the highest
possible reduction in the QI laminate strength caused by the presence of the notch. This value
is calculated by considering the ratio of the net section stress level and the stress concentration
level. As illustrated in Fig. 17, in an ideally brittle QI material with the notch geometry similar
to the investigated laminates, if the applied stress is 1 MPa, the net section stress would be 1.23
MPa, i.e. 1*(16/13), and the stress concentration at the hole is 3.13 MPa, so the NIF would be
0.392 (i.e. 1.23/3.13).
The notch insensitive behavior in the investigated laminates is well-illustrated by the notch
sensitivity chart in Fig. 18. The notch insensitive line shows the situation in which the net
section strength of the laminate does not change due to the existence of the notch. In contrast,
the notch sensitive line shows the highest expected reduction in laminate strength caused by
the presence of the notch. The evaluated experimental results lie very close to the notch
insensitive line. For the laminates with lower values of pseudo-ductile strain, the notch
insensitivity values are slightly higher for the sharp notched compared with the open-hole. A
similar trend is seen in conventional quasi-isotropic IM7/8552 composite laminates where due
to splitting centre-notched samples showed higher average tensile failure stress compared to
the open-hole samples [40]. However, the laminates with a higher pseudo-ductile strain give
slightly higher average tensile failure stress in the open-hole configuration compared with the
sharp notched configuration. Further consideration is needed to understand this different
behavior.

Fig. 12. Results of the tensile tests for the un-notched, sharp notched and open-hole ±30AP/North (1) laminates.

Fig. 13. Results of the tensile tests for the un-notched, sharp notched and open-hole ±30AP/North (2) laminates.

Fig. 14. Results of the tensile tests for the un-notched, sharp notched and open-hole ±60QI/North (1)
laminates.

Fig. 15. Results of the tensile tests for the un-notched, sharp notched and open-hole ±60QI/North (2)
laminates.

Fig. 16. Results of the tensile tests for the un-notched, sharp notched and open-hole ±60QI/Hexcel laminates.

Fig. 17. The concentration factor in an ideally brittle material with the same notch geometry as the
investigated QI laminates.

Table 4: Summary of the test results for the un-notched, open-hole and sharp notched hybrid specimens.
Specimen type

Unnotched,
pseudoductile
strain
(%)

Un-notched,
final failure
stress (MPa)

Initial
modulu
s (GPa)

Failure
stress for net
section
(MPa)
(Open-hole)

Failurestress for net
section
(MPa)
(Sharp
notched)

NIF value
(Openhole)

NIF value
(Sharp
notched)
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Fig. 18. Notch insensitivity of the sharp notched and open-hole specimens and pseudo-ductile strain (%) for
the un-notched hybrid specimens.

4.3.

Visual and CT-scan observations for the open-hole and notched

samples
Figs. 19-21 show some images and CT-scan observations taken from the sharp notched and
open-hole configurations of ±30AP/North (1) and ±30AP/North (2) at strain levels lower than
the final failure. A short summary of the visual and CT-scan observations for the other
investigated open-hole and sharp notched specimens can be found in the Appendix. All the
investigated open-hole and sharp notched laminates exhibited subcritical failure mechanisms,
i.e. dispersed delamination and fragmentations, as discussed below, which suppressed the
brittle failure and decreased the notch sensitivity. The CT-scan images show that the damage
initiates with obvious cracks in the carbon layers at the edge of the notch. These subcritical

cracks were followed by dispersed delaminations at the glass/carbon interfaces. More details
on the damage evolution can be found in the Appendix.

Fig. 19. The appearance of the a) sharp notched and b) open-hole ±30AP/North (1) laminates, at different
strains during the tensile test.

Fig. 20. The appearance of the a) sharp notched and b) open-hole ±30AP/North (2) laminates, at different
strains during the tensile test.

Fig. 21. CT-scan results from side and top views of the a) sharp notched and open-hole AP-North specimens
interrupted at 0.7% strain level.

4.4.

AE results

The accumulation of damage was also monitored using the AE technique in a few specimens
of each configuration to confirm that the subcritical damage mechanisms happen much earlier
than the final failure for the open-hole and sharp notched hybrid configurations. Previous
studies in laminated composites reported that high amplitude and energy signals represent fibre
fractures while medium values mostly correspond to delamination and interfacial debonding
[41-42]. Based on the study on glass/carbon hybrid laminates [43-44], it was found that the
carbon/glass interface delamination and fragmentation of the carbon plies occurred between
65-85 and 75-100 dB amplitude, respectively. Since that work was related to a similar type of
thin-ply laminate, the same concept can be used to analyse the AE results.
Figs. 22 and 23 show typical plots of the acoustic amplitude for the different hybrid
configurations. Significant high amplitude signals due to delamination and fragmentations
were observed much earlier than the final failure.
The vertical dashed lines show the onset of significant damage, i.e. fragmentation and
delamination, estimated from the appearance of the dense pattern of high amplitude AE signals,
at 75-100 dB amplitude, based on the same criteria used in [43-44]. This demonstrates that
there was active damage at the strain level close to that estimated from the theoretical stress
concentration factor (σnom/σmax=3.13). These strain levels are much lower than the strain levels
at which damage was visually observed on the specimens (see Figs. 19 ,20, 24, 26 and 28)
showing the ability of the AE technique to detect early damage. The amplitude range of the AE
signals are associated with the carbon/glass interface delamination (65-85dB) and
fragmentation of the carbon fibre (75-100 dB) [44]. CT scan observations (Figs. 21, 25, 27 and
29) showed that invisible damage events occur only locally at the notch vicinity and the dense
pattern of high amplitude acoustic events confirms their existence before the final failure.
At the early stage of the loading process and before the vertical dashed lines, some weak AE
events were detected which must have been related to some microscale damage around the

edges of the sample e.g. single fibres coming off the edge and/or grip rubbing effects, so they
are considered as noise signals [44]. Please note that not all the samples were monitored by AE
and this method was utilised just for damage monitoring of the specimens presented in Figs.
28-29.

Fig. 28. Stress-strain versus AE amplitude for a) an open-hole ±30AP/North (2), b) a sharp notched
±30AP/North (1), c) an open-hole ±60QI/North (1) and d) a sharp notched ±60QI/North (1).

Fig. 29. Stress-strain versus AE amplitude for a) an open-hole ±60QI/North (2), b) a sharp notched
±60QI/North (2), c) an open-hole ±60QI/Hexcel and d) a sharp notched QI-Hexcel.

5. Conclusions
This study presents a comprehensive set of designed and characterised orientation-dispersed
pseudo-ductile thin-ply glass/carbon hybrid composites to overcome some of the disadvantages
related to the notched behavior and free edge delamination of conventional laminated
composites. The following conclusions are drawn:


Free edge delamination was successfully suppressed for both un-notched and notched
configurations, showing the better performance of the orientation-dispersed concept
compared to previously investigated orientation-blocked hybrids.



A successful pseudo-ductile un-notched behaviour which also showed notchinsensitivity was achieved through subcritical pseudo-ductile damage mechanisms, i.e.
dispersed delamination and fragmentations.



AE, visual and CT-scan observations showed that the dispersed delamination and
fragmentations suppress the brittle failure by redistributing the stresses in the vicinity
of the notch, and make a notch insensitive layup.



The calculated notch insensitivity factors (NIF) for the open-hole specimens were close
to the ideal value of 1 and they were far from the classical NIF in an ideally brittle QI
material predicted by the notch geometry and elastic stress concentration factor (i.e.
~0.392). This conclusion is also valid for the sharp notched specimens as they have a
similar notch sensitivity as the open-hole laminates.



By changing the ply angles, the relative thickness of the carbon layers and the material
properties, different un-notched and notched behaviors were observed. For the
specimens with a lower pseudo-ductile strain, the notch insensitivity values were
slightly higher for the sharp notched compared with the open-hole specimens. However,
the laminates with a higher pseudo-ductile strain give slightly better behavior in the
open-hole configuration compared with the sharp notched configuration.



Due to the translucent nature of the glass layers, the investigated hybrids have the
advantage of allowing monitoring of the damage evolution with the naked eye. This
can be very useful for inspection purposes, as the damage can be detected visually
around the notches before any catastrophic failure.
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Appendix: Visual and CT-scan observations for the open-hole and sharp notched
samples
Figs. 24-27 illustrate the visual and CT-scan observations for the investigated specimens. The
investigated laminates exhibited subcritical failure mechanisms similar to the un-notched
configurations, i.e. dispersed delamination and fragmentations, not seen in all cases, as
discussed below which suppressed the brittle failure and decreased the notch sensitivity. The
desired subcritical pseudo-ductile failure mechanisms were observed for all the investigated
sharp notched and open-hole cases, even though there was an unfavourable catastrophic failure
for the ±30AP/North (1) and ±60QI/North (2) laminates.
Figs. 21, 23, 25 and 27 show CT-scan images for the investigated specimens interrupted at
strain levels lower than the final failure and as can be seen the damage initiates with obvious
cracks in the carbon layers at the edge of the notch. These subcritical cracks were followed by
dispersed delaminations at the glass/carbon interfaces. For the laminates with the low carbon
thickness, i.e. ±30AP/North (2) and ±60QI/North (2), the initial crack occurs in all the carbon
layers. However, comparing the CT-scans taken from different locations of the carbon layers
in Figs. 23, 25 and 27, for the rest of the laminates with the high carbon thicknesses the size of
the initial crack is larger for the carbon layers in the vicinity of the glass layers due to the stress
concentration at the glass/carbon interfaces.
The observed subcritical failure mechanisms in the notched and open-hole configurations are
similar to the previously investigated orientation-blocked low strain carbon/epoxy hybridised
with high strain carbon/epoxy configurations, where local damage (i.e. local delamination
induced by carbon layer fragmentation) next to the notches resulted in a notch insensitive
behaviour. CT-scan observation was necessary to determine the damage scenario, as the
hybrids were all carbon and it was not possible to see the damage evolution visually [29]. The
investigated hybrids in this paper have the advantage of allowing monitoring of the damage
evolution with the naked eye, due to the translucent nature of the glass layers. This can be an

advantage for inspection purposes, where the damage can be detected visually around the
notches before any catastrophic failure.

Fig. 24. The appearance of the a) sharp notched and b) open-hole ±60QI/North (1) laminates, at different
strains during the tensile test.

Fig. 25. CT-scan results from the top view at a) two different locations (i.e. 1 and 3 on the schematic) of the
sharp notched interrupted at 0.76% strain level and b) three different locations (i.e. 1, 2 and 3 on the
schematic) of the open-hole ±60QI/North, interrupted at 0.79% strain level.
CT-scans are taken in different locations, in the carbon layers, through the thickness to see the damage extent
near the carbon/glass interface and in the carbon layers.

Fig. 26. The appearance of the a) sharp notched and b) open-hole ±60QI/North (2) laminates, at different
strains during the tensile test.

Fig. 27. CT-scan results from the top view at two different locations (i.e. 1 and 2) of the a) sharp notched and
open-hole ±60QI/North (2), interrupted at 0.7% and 0.62% strain levels, respectively.

Fig. 28. The appearance of the a) sharp notched and b) open-hole ±60QI/Hexcel laminates, at different strains
during the tensile test.

Fig. 29. CT-scan results from the top view at three different locations (i.e. 1, 2 and 3) of the a) sharp notched
and open-hole ±60QI/Hexcel laminates, interrupted at 1.45% and 1.62% strain levels, respectively.
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